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I begin this session tonight welcoming us all
together again and opening myself to my
awareness of my light body – the energy essence
of that aspect, of all that I know as me. I link with
you as your light body essence aspect – a part that
has a greater access to different levels of
consciousness and so it seems it can separate
and we can gather in that state, in that experience,
as being bodies of light. It makes it easier for us
to draw together into an area of light, that which
we are drawn into being the receiving area of the
Station of Light.
Already you will feel you are adjusting to the
energy in this space as if it has a rhythm and a
separate atmosphere from what you are familiar
with in your earthly surroundings in life. You may
be experiencing it as more ethereal and perhaps
you sense different colours around you. Use your
senses to observe and understand what you
observe in this space. In this visitation you come
forward singly into a particular area of the
receiving area and you are greeted individually –
this aspect of you that is present here in the
receiving area, greeted and welcomed.

“Indeed Beloved, Orem welcoming you into this
area again of communication, an area of
assessment and an area where we do indeed
introduce you to different aspects of creation,
different lifestyles and different Beings present
here.
While there are many different Beings who come
forward into this area, it is separate from what could
be present within the manifested universes of
creation, simply because what comes through here
is individualised as either groups or separate
entities focused within this Command Station, and
in particular we all have the intention to manifest
energy and information to assist you, to help you to
remember your infinite original aspect of self and
the purpose for which you entered into a life on this
present planet situation. We will focus on this
indeed, rather than other areas you would have
gone to and proceeded in a different manner to
assist.
On Earth here, the main focus is to clear the
elements that you have as a human energy entity
and in clearing you, you are able to receive more of
the energy and information which elevates you in an
energy aspect. It increases your vibration and as
your vibration increases you resonate with higher
levels of consciousness and this brings in new
information and opens you up to different
possibilities and the potential that exists always.
The potential you often can understand exists within
your known universal consciousness. Every time
we assist you to expand to the limit of your
consciousness field, you are receiving more energy
to help you understand those existing concepts that
are within you, as a universal Being of Light.
This will be drawing you into a new focus here within
this Station with us, and you will remember being
here many times, perhaps in a different way to how
you have entered into the receiving area and within
the Station this day. You can be drawn into this area
to help facilitate greeting of other Beings, or you
may be drawn into this space because your
particular energy is needed as part of an activation
sequence as part of the alignment and connection

of some of the portals which indeed help the
integration of the pattern of energy for all of you and
for Earth Station itself.
What we have brought to you in this opening
address will be working within you, within your
understanding and comprehension which comes
forward from levels of consciousness within your
physical aspect, and those levels of consciousness
are present with your body of light. Your body of
light holds all of this energy information, yet is still
receiving more of the patterns that you will be
receiving throughout you. All aspects of you.
We will now bring you into a different area within the
Station and here you will be very clearly discerning
that there are changes occurring in the energy
patterns of your light body – adjustments of some of
the energy chords and the patterns which will be
relating to different energy spaces of the physical
form. We referred previously to the information
given that new areas are coming into the knowledge
of your scientific investigators. The more that they
are able to access deeper levels and to evaluate
different frequencies, then they realise that there is
more to the human body element than has first been
recorded and expanded upon.
What you are receiving here is some of that energy
activation. If you feel you are being expanded and
you feel different areas being enlivened, this is what
is happening as part of this process. There are
connecting channels being cleared or realigned as
part of this session here. This will help you
assimilate and remember the energies experienced
within the cities of light. This will also help you
become clear in your mind about these cities of light
and how you are present within them from time to
time and how you, in your presence within some of
the central areas of that crystalline light existence
and civilisation, are able to receive informing beams
and channels and you are able to assess those and
integrate those and then you are able to transform
them and pass them out. You will feel this around
you in this moment.

The details you will be receiving yourself, for the
details you will need to interpret each in your own
way, and you each have different visualisations and
interpretations. We bring you the energy and the
concept and then the different aspects of you
interpret and integrate and activate and act upon
what is received.
You may acknowledge, and you may need to
acknowledge, the particular purpose you have in
this and that it is unique, but it is also possible for
you to work harmoniously with similar Beings,
whether they are in that state known as Light
Beings, or whether they manifest physically
alongside you, it is the same. You will recognise
those that you work harmoniously with.
Present here are those known as Star Beings and
as they come forward, they are very much speaking
to you within your heart and your mind. Therefore,
there is the thought pattern and understanding and
there is resonating deeply with an emotional
response to their presence, and you will feel you are
absorbing what they are offering to you.”

“In speaking to you in this way, we offer you this
energy presentation to you, to surround you all, and
you will maintain this in your sensing and you will be
able to envelop other people in this energy field. It
is part of the upliftment and support aspect that we
bring to you through this way and indeed we are
speaking to you as you are positioned here within
the greater central area and the central
concentration of energy within this crystalline
energy system. Therefore, you may be perceiving
us as crystalline beings in our energy and this is just
the finer resonating energy field that we have
around us that we express to you. You may not see
us in perfection as a form, because we are of an
energy essence, but we are able to accomplish with
you a certain set of codes which you have already
agreed to, and this is why we are able to come
forward because your agreement created the
resonating field that drew us to you and we are able
then to express the information given to you.

Generally speaking, we have come to you from that
manifested field to do with your origination place of
creation of existence. As we speak this to you, you
will feel you have come into that returning state of
feeling part of that existence which we envelop you
in.
It was a process to manifest a human body form
which would in time, as you have discovered, be
able to accept this energy. You will remember the
energy.
We withdraw from this and from your presence
here. We speak to you with joy, as we behold your
Light Body.”

“Orem now back with you here Beloved. Draw your
sensing back into your light body and now be
prepared to come back into awareness of being in
the Station of Light.
We draw you out into deeper areas of your
consciousness field and you automatically adjust to
those energies. Now I am bringing you back to be
much more aware of the group assembled again
and in this respect we also return you back to the
receiving area of the Station.
Slowly and gently coming back in the Station here
now, the receiving aspect.

This is Lani with you again and I must bring you
back to Earth.
Perhaps you feel this time you are being beamed
back to re-join all of the Light Beings manifested on
Earth. You will have a different understanding of
yourself. You were not shown that other aspect of
life and the dimensional existence to create any
great separation. It was to restore the sense of
oneness within the overall creation and to also
activate in you the areas that you will recognise as
part of your existence in the overlaying crystalline
city of light.
Already this is present both within our conscious
thoughts and within the dimensional existence
around us. There are many opportunities in our daily
life to realise the existence of all of this.
Now become aware of your physical body. Become
aware of bringing energy into it, in all areas and
even though we are restoring everything to the
physical body, you may still be aware of different
Beings very closely around you. You may have the
sense that you communicate with them more clearly
and observe them and have an awareness of them
as you move through your days and nights.
As I close the portal now at the conclusion of this
transmission, become aware of your surroundings
and the day and time.
Enjoy the clearness and the strength of this session.
Thank you and I thank all of the Beings involved in
this session.

You will sense more of the physical unit you are
embodying in this current life phase you have.

Lani

I leave this with you for this transmission Beloved

Orem out “
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